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The "Placebo Box"

≈ 200 papers/year

≈ 4-5/week

Currently (until 2015) contains

> 3000 papers on the

placebo/nocebo effect or

response
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2015; 1(2): 54-63.

Food over Drugs:

Salience Hypothesis

Drugs over Food:

Conditioning Hypothesis

To the best of our knowledge, no direct comparison has yet been

made testing the difference experimentally
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Only 15 of the 75 analyses noted an effect of younger age to be associated with higher PR, 

and this was predominantly in psychiatric conditions but not in depression, and in internal

medicine. In only 3 analyses female gender was associated with higher PR. 

Evaluation of 75 metaanalyses of 

more than 1500 RCT and more

than 150.000 Patienten with more

than 40 diseases across medicine

Important Questions

Does no difference in RCTs

imply no differences at all ?

If in clinical routine the placebo

effects is a mixture of expectancy

and conditioning, women and men

may utilize both these mechanisms

to a different degree.

At  least for nausea and in healthy volunteers, women are more responsive to 

conditioning, while men are more susceptible to manipulation of expectations.
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Does no difference in RCTs

imply no differences at all ?

But what about "culture", race, 

etnic background, nationality,  

migration status, social status ?

Are there differences in 

utilization of mechanisms ?

There is very little beyond occasional reports of differences in the placebo response

in RCTs between Europe and the US, Canada, Japan ...
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Do the ethics of placebo use in 

patients cover the ethcis of 

placebo research in science ?
Societal:

Ethics

The Law

Economy

How do the different legal 

systems handle placebo use ?

Does the placebo effect help

saving money ?

B: Is partial reinforcement ("dose extension") a strategy that not only

benefits the patient but also the society, for instance by saving drugs

and money ?

A: Is utilizing the placebo response ("harnessing") in medicine in conflict

with better patient education and "shared decision making" ?



A: Is utilizing the placebo response ("harnessing") in medicine in conflict

with better patient education and "shared decision making" ?

Self-efficacy and placebo response are inversely related !

High self-efficacy = internal Locus of Control (LoC)

Low self-efficacy = external LoC = Placebo responder



... if this holds true for all

conditions and not only

for nausea and for healthy

volunteers ....

... then the current approach in health economics, to educate the patients and 

train them to engage and particpate in "shared decision making" may result in 

higher self-esteem and self-efficacy and in lower placebo responses ...

.... which is the opposite of "harnessing the placebo response".



B: Is partial reinforcement ("dose extension") a strategy that not only

benefits the patient but also the society, for instance by saving drugs

and money ?

Training Test

from: Rief/Bingel/Schedlowski/Enck, CPT 2011

Colloca, Enck, DeGrazia: Relieving pain using dose-extending placebos: A scoping review. Pain (in press)

PsychosomaticMedicine 72;2010:192-7



Half dosage for the whole time

Full dosage for the whole time

Placebo application (50% dosage)

Corticosteroid therapy in psoriasis

Amphetamine therapy in ADHD
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Important Questions

How contemporary is placebo

and nocebo research?

The future The presence

PubMed: 80.000 on Internet

20.000 on e/mHealth

Sci Transl Med. 2015 Apr 15; 7(283): 283rv3.

This growth is much faster

than the growth of knowledge

in placebo research



Sci Transl Med. 2015 Apr 15; 7(283): 283rv3.

A two-sided coin:

Health Monitoring

and 

Communication



Torous J, Firth J. In: Lancet Psychiatry 3;2016:1000-103

There are more than 165.000 medical apps ....



Horing, Newsome, Enck, Babu, Muth: A Virtual Experimenter to increase standardization 

for the investigation of placebo effects. BMC Med Res Methodol (under revision).

Can a "virtual doctor" elicit reliable placebo responses ?

Dr. Watson
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Thanks for your attention !


